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A b s t r a c t .  Binding time analysis is an important part of off-line partial 
evaluation, annotating expressions as being safely evaluable from known 
data or possibly depending on unknown data. Most binding-time analy- 
ses have been monovariant, allowing only one binding-time description 
for each function. The idea of polyvariance is to allow multiple binding 
time descriptions of each function, by duphcating the function [6, 2] or 
by associating a set of binding time descriptions to each function [3]. 
Instead we present an inference based binding time analysis polymorphic 
in binding time values. This polymorphism captures a very powerful no- 
tion of polyvariance limited only by the (standard) types of the language. 
Polymorphism gives a much simpler definition than the known polyvari- 
ant schemes allowing us to reason formally about the system and prove 
it correct. 
This paper is based on work in [14]. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In binding-time analysis input is divided into static (denoted S) and dynamic 
(denoted D). The job of binding-time analysis is to find out which operations 
and program phrases can be executed with only static inputs available. Note 
tha t  the analysis has no knowledge of the actual values of the static inputs, only 
that they will be available before the dynamic inputs. 

The result of a binding-time analysis can be used to guide the actions of both  
on-line and off-line part ial  evaluators. In either case operations classified as static 
are guaranteed to be executable by the partial  evaluator once the static inputs 
are available. In an on-line partial  evaluator the remaining operations, classified 
as dynamic,  require (specialization time) checking to determine whether an ope- 
rat ion can be executed or must  be deferred to run-time. In an off-line partial  
evaluator the dynamic operations are automatical ly  deferred to run-time. Thus 
an off-line part ial  evaluator is generally more efficient than its on-line counter- 
part ,  at the expense of deferring more operations to run-time. 2 

* Supported by the Danish Technical Research Council 
2 While binding-time analysis seems to have been applied exclusively in off-line partial 

evaluators this shows that binding-time analysis can be employed with advantage by 
on-line partial evaluators since it eliminates some checking actions. 
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In many existing partial evaluators (e.g. Similix [1]) every user-defined func- 
tion is assigned exactly one binding time description. This description has to 
be a safe approximation to all calls to the function, so if the function is called 
with actual parameters of different binding times (e.g. with (S,D) and (D,S)), 
the description of the function can only be a "widened" binding time, in this ex- 
ample (D,D). A polyvariant binding-time analysis seeks to remedy this problem 
by keeping function calls made in different binding-time contexts seperate. 

We avoid widening by generalizing type-based monovariant binding-time ana- 
lysis to a form of polymorphism in binding times by adding explicit abstraction 
over binding-time parameters to our binding-time descriptions. Function defini- 
tions are parameterized over binding times instead of committing these to be S 
or D. This allows keeping the binding times of the calls to a function separate by 
instantiating its binding-time parameters to different binding times at the call 
sites. 

2 N e w  R e s u l t s  

We present a polyvariant binding-time analysis for an ML-like language that  ex- 
tends a type-based monovariant binding-time analysis by explicit polymorphism 
over binding-time parameters. We show the following: 

- The type system has the principal typing property. This guarantees that  
every program has a (parameterized) binding-time annotation that  subsumes 
all others for the same program; i.e., it can be used in any context where the 
program could occur. This admits modular ("local") binding-time analysis 
of a (function) definition, independent of any of its applications. 

- Explicit binding-time application can be interpreted by a specializer as or- 
dinary parameter passing. 

- The result of binding-time analysis is an annotation of the original source 
program, not a transformed program. This allows integration into a program- 
ming environment and, specifically, support for static binding-time debugging 
[12]. Binding-time debugging is helpful in improving the binding-time sepa- 
ration in a program (by rewriting it) [9, 13]. 

- The binding-time analysis is proved to be correct with respect to a canon- 
ical semantics (corresponding to a canonical specializer) for binding-time 
annotated programs. 

- The binding-time analysis supports polymorphism in the binding-times inde- 
pendent of the polymorphism of the type discipline of the language. Specif- 
ically, it allows binding-time parameterized types both in let-expressions 
(nonrecursive definitions) and in fix-expressions (recursive definitions). Since 
the polymorphism in binding times is restricted by the structure of the un- 
derlying types this still gives a decidable type inference system. 

- The binding-time analysis is partially complete. We show that  unfolding a 
definition - -  whether recursive or not - -  cannot improve the results of the 
analysis. 
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- The analysis is straightforwardly extended to handle structured data. In 
particular, there is no interference of polyvariance and partially static struc- 
tures. 

We have not systematically analyzed the size of explicitly annotated pro- 
grams in relation to the original (explicitly typed) source programs. Experimen- 
tal results indicate, however, that the principal annotation of an individual func- 
tion definition rarely has more than 10 binding-time parameters after reduction 
of binding-time constraint sets [14]. 

3 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Most of the previous work on polyvariant binding-time analysis is based on 
abstract interpretation [10, 11, 8]. These binding-time analyses are polyvariant 
as they provide detailed and almost exact binding-time information for functions 
and even higher-order functions. Since they are too detailed and "extensional" 
in nature - -  i.e., they carry out the analysis without a record of how a binding- 
time value arises - -  there is no obvious way of using their results in a partial 
evaluator. 

Rytz and Gengler take a pragmatic approach to polyvariant binding-time 
analysis: monovariant binding-time analysis is trapped when a function's binding- 
time value would need to be "widened" . Instead they duplicate the function's 
definition and reiterate both control flow and binding time analysis [6] until no 
more widening steps occur. Being an extension of Similix' binding time analysis 
[1] the analysis handles a higher order functional language, but reiterating the 
analysis is very expensive and no proofs of correctness are given. 

Bulyonkov shows how the copying can be accomplished systematically for a 
first-order language by rewriting the program to contain variables corresponding 
to binding time values and using a polyvariant (memoizing) specializer [2]. This 
approach makes the technique independent of a particular partial evaluator, and 
avoids reiterating the analyses. 

Consel combines closure and binding time analysis to avoid reiteration [3]. 
Also, actual copying is avoided by keeping a set of different binding-time de- 
scriptions with function definitions. The binding-time analysis is extended to 
such sets of descriptions. The degree of polyvariance is bounded by a function 
describing how the set of different binding time descriptions is indexed. It ap- 
pears that in a typed language, this function can be made precise enough to 
capture the same degree of polyvariance as we obtain. In the partial evaluator 
Schism [4] a much simpler version of the analysis is implemented. No estimate of 
the cost of achieving the high degree of polyvariance is given. In its full generality 
the analysis is still likely to be very expensive, though. 

Type-based binding-time analysis for typed languages originated with the 
Nielsons' development of the two-level A-calculus for simply-typed A-expressions 
[16] and Gomard's inference system for untyped ;k-expressions [7]. Their analyses 
are monovariant, and until recently there was no type-based polyvariant analysis. 
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Contemporary with our work Consel and Jouvelot have developed a type- 
and effect-based binding-time analysis similar in spirit to ours [5]. They an- 
notate standard types with binding-time effects. These effect-annotated types 
correspond more or less directly to our binding-time annotated types , though 
with nested binding-time polymorphism. The resulting binding-time analysis can 
be seen to be analogous to a "sticky" strictness analysis restricted to the sim- 
ply typed A-calculus. The programmer must, however, specify explicitly stan- 
dard types as well as binding times for all formal parameters. With explicit 
assumptions for all variables the binding times of expressions are computed 
automatically. Correctness is formulated relative to an operational semantics 
geared towards reduction to head-normal form that  doubles as a standard and 
specialization semantics. 

4 Language 

We will use a monomorphic call-by-name language Ezp as our source language, 
which is simple enough to avoid important aspects being blurred by syntactical 
details, but powerful enough to show the generality of our method. The language 
syntax (including static semantics) is defined by the type rules of Fig. 1. 

(const) AF-c: CT(c) 

(vat) AU{x:t}~-x:t 
(if) AFel :Bool A~-e~:t AFe,~:t 

AHf el then e2 else e3 : t 

(abstr) dU{x:t}F-e:tl 
AF-Ax:t.e : t ---* tl 

(appl) At-el :t2 ~ tl AFe2 :t2 
At-el@e2 : tl 

(let) AF-e2:t2 dU{x:t~}~-el :tl ' 
AHet x:t2 - e2 in el:t1 

(fix) dU{x:t}~e:t 
Abfix x:t.e:t 

Fig. 1. Type System 

Here c denotes constants (including integers, booleans and operators on 
these) and CT is a function mapping constants to their type. Furthermore we 
have variables, conditional, abstraction, application (denoted @), let-expressions 
and a fixed point operator. 

The denotational semantics of the language is given in Fig. 2. We call this 
semantics the standard semantics in contrast to the semantics of the specializer 
for annotated Exp-programs, to be defined in Section 6. 
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In the semantics we assume a function CV mapping constant names to their 
meaning. Function [.J maps elements of a domain D into the corresponding 
lifted domain D_L and # is the fixed point operator. 

Semantic Domains: 

Vboo~ = {T,F}• 

Sl[~lp= Lcv(c)j 

E[if e the, e'emse e":Dp= EIellp--* ~[e'~p [ El[~"~p 

EEe~e']p= (Ele]p)(EZe']p) 
~:[let x:$ = e' in eip= C[e~p[x~--+E[e'~p] 
El[fix ~.e~p= #(X,.El[ellp[~v]) 

Fig. 2. Denotational Semantics 

5 B i n d i n g - T i m e  A n a l y s i s  

The aim of binding-time analysis is to annotate a source program with binding- 
time information about its individual parts. They are used to control the actions 
of a program specializer (see Section 6), but they can also be used during pro- 
gram design to convey static binding-time properties to a programmer. Binding- 
time analysis is the automatic translation of a source program to a language en- 
riched with such annotations. In this section we describe the annotation-enriched 
language 2Exp and its syntactic properties. Section 6 contains its semantics. The 
algorithmic aspects will be covered elsewhere (see also [14]). 

In the type inference framework, the annotation-enriched language is usu- 
ally modeled by a two-level syntax [16, 7] having two versions of each language 
construct (with a non-underlined version corresponding to static/unfold and un- 
derlined corresponding to dynamic/residualize). We will follow this scheme, but 
to achieve polymorphism in unfold/residualize, we replace the underline notation 
by a superscript annotation b (binding-time value), which can also be a bound 
binding-time variable. Further we add coercions (lifts) and explicit binding-time 
abstraction and application, all of which are also considered annotations. This 
gives us the following syntax for annotated expressions 2Exp: 

e : : =  c I x  t i f  b e then e else e I "~bx'e I e@be I le t  x = e in e I f i x  x.e 
A/~.e l e{b} I [n ' ,~]e 

Note that  there are no annotations on let and fix. Operationally this indicates 
that  they can always be unfolded - -  this is semantically safe, since unfolding a let 
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or fix will not depend on dynamic (unavailable) data. It is, however, clear, that  
unfolding is not always desirable since it might lead to duplication or nontermi- 
nating specialization. In our problem set-up controlling unfolding is not part of 
the binding-time analysis proper, but is left to later analyses (possibly exploiting 
binding-time information). Afl.e is abstraction over binding-time variables, {.} 
denotes application of such abtraetions to binding-time values and [ ~ ' ]  is a 
coercion from n to n'. The binding times b, compound types ~ and type schemes 
c~ are defined by: 

b : :=SIDle '  
tr ::= ~ __~b ~ j int b j Bool b 

Compound types are standard types with binding-time superscript annotations 

on every type and type constructor. E.g. Int D ___.S Bool D is the type of a stati- 
cally applicable (the value "S" is the binding-time of "-+") predicate on dynamic 
integers giving dynamic results. We write t b to match compound types ~. 

The type scheme V/?.cr is the type of Ap.e expressing the parameterization 
with binding-time values. A constraint is a pair of two binding time values written 
bl _~ b2. Constraints S _< S, S _< D and D _< D are said to hold; D _< S does not 
hold. Then e:b _< b' ~ a is read: if b < b' holds then e has type a. A binding-time 
judgement has a type environment A and a set of constraints C as assumptions. 
Thus the b _< b' ~ ~r construct allows us to discharge an assumption and make 
it explicit in the type. 

Our type system for inferring polymorphic binding-time information is given 
in Fig. 3. We assume a function 2CTmapping constant names to their type (e.g. 
2CT(5) = Int s and 2CT(not) = V/?.Bool z _+8 BoolZ). 

Variables bound by let or fi• can have types polymorphic in binding-time 
variables even though the standard type system is monomorphic. Thus the poly- 
morphism in the analysis does not depend on the availability of polymorphism 
in the underlying standard type system (though it can, of course, accommo- 
date such). Despite the adoption of a polymorphic binding-time typing rule for 
recursive definitions the binding-time type system is decidable as binding-time 
annotations are anchored to the standard types. 

We illustrate polymorphism by an annotated Ackermann function: 

let ack = fix a.Aflifljflres. 
Ai.Aj.if p' i=P'O then [Int~i~,~Int~r~'](j+ z~ 1) 

else if ~j j=ZJ0 then [IntZ~-*IntP~'](a{fliS/?i}@S(i-Z'l)@ S 1) 
else a{~i~resflres } 

@s (i_~, 1)@s (a{Z, Zj Z~0, }@si@s (j-~ 1)) 
in ack{SSS}@S2@S3+ack{SDD}@S2@Sd+ack{DSD}@ Sd@S3 

Note how the function is used polymorphically both in external and recursive 
calls. The binding time description of the Ackermann function will be: 
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(if) 

(appl) 

(const) A,Ct-c:2CT(c) 

(wr)  gU{x:a},C}-x:a 

A,CFel:Bool bl A~Cbe2:t b2 A,CFe3:t b2 CFbl < b2 
A,CF'if b~ el then e2 else e 3  : t b2 

(abstr) AU{x:tb},C~-e:t~ ~ CFb2 < b Cbb2 < bl 
A,Ck-Ab2x:tb.e : t b _.+b2 tbl 1 

A,Ct-el@b e2 : t b~ 

(let) A,CFez:cr dU{x:a} ,CFe, :n  
A,CFlet x:a = e2 in el:n 

(fix) AU{x:cr } ,CI-e:a 
A,Cl-fix x:a.e:~ 

(V-introduction) A,CFe:~ ,., A,CFAfl.e:Vfl.rr~n fl not free in A,C) 

(V-ehmination) A,Ct-e:Yfl. 
A,CFe{ b } :[b / fl ]a 

(=~-introduction) d 'CU{b  <- bl }t-e:c~ 
A,Ct-e : b K_ b~=~a 

(=ez-elimin&tion) A,C~-e : b<bl~cr C}-b < bl 
A,Ct-e:cr 

(coerce) A,C~-e:~ C~-~ <_ ~' 
A,CF[n-,-~n']e:n' 

(lookup-coerce) CU{b < b'}eb < b' 

(id) CFb < b 

(lift) CFS < D 

(use) CFb < b ~ 
CFBase b _ Base b' 

Fig. 3. Polymorphic B T A  

D e f i n i t i o n  l .  Every annota ted  expression e has an underlying s tandard  ex- 
pression denoted by le[, which can be obta ined by erasing annotat ions .  We call 
[ea~'~ I the erasure of e ann. Conversely, e ~'m is called a (binding-t ime) comple- 
tion of leann[. Similarly, H can be applied to type schemes and (binding t ime) 
environments .  For expression e C Exp we write A, Ct-e : c~ if e has a complet ion 
e ~ E 2Exp such tha t  A, C}-e a ~  : ~. [] 

We now define the not ion of generic instance. Our definition differs f rom the 
s t andard  one since we have explicit  po lymorph i sm and coercions. We introduce 
the no ta t ion  C[ ] for a coercion context containing A's, b inding- t ime applicat ions 
and coercions. Note tha t  for any coercion context  C[] we have [C[e]] -- ]e I . 

D e f i n i t i o n 2 .  We say M is a generic instance of 0r and write c~Cc~ t if there exists 
a coercion context  C[] such tha t  x : c~FC[x] : ~'. [] 
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E.g. we have (V~a.Int S _ j 3  int D) C (V/91 .V/92./91 < t92 ~ Vfl3.Int ~1 ___~Z3 intZ2). 

D e f i n i t i o n 3 .  Given A,C we call apt a principal (binding-time) type of e E Exp 
under A,C if 

* A ,  C~-e : av~ 
. V~  : A ,  C[ -e  : ~ =::# C~vtC_o" 

[] 
Our binding-time analysis has the principality property for binding-time types 
(corresponding to a principal typing property, but on binding time values); that  
is, all expressions have a principal type. The significance of the principal typing 
property for an expression e E Exp is that there is a single derivable binding-time 
type that  can be used in a binding-time analysis for allpossible contexts in which 
e might occur. This is the key to the modularity and partial completeness of the 
analysis with respect to unfolding of let- and fix-expressions. (See Section 8.) 

T h e o r e m  4. (Principal Typing Property) 
Every expression e E Exp has a principal type under A,C if it has any (binding- 
time) type under A,C at all. 

Proof. By induction over the standard type derivation tree (otherwise similar in 
style to [15]). [] 

For A~-e:t it can be seen that  e has a (principal) type for any completion 
A a'~n of A if all type assumptions are first-order; that  is, not of functional type. 

A principal type of an expression is clearly not unique due to, amongst other 
things, reordering of V and - < �9 ~ .. Note also that there are generally several 
different completions of an expression with the same (principal) type. This is 
due to the fact that  principality only considers the externally visible binding- 
t ime behavior of an expression, but not its internal structure. 

6 S p e c i a l i z a t i o n  

In Fig. 4 we present the denotational semantics for binding:time analyzed pro- 
grams. This is essentially a specializer consuming the information generated by 
the polymorphic binding-time analysis from the last section. 

The semantic function takes two environments: a standard environment p, 
and a binding-time environment 7/mapping binding time variables to binding- 
time values in BtV. By abuse of notation we take ~(S) -- S and q(D) = D. 
The specializer is "natural" in the sense that  every clause for static expressions 
(including the rules for let and fix) is identical to the corresponding rule of 
the standard semantics and all rules for dynamic expressions simply evaluate 
subexpressions and emit code (corresponding to off-line partial evaluation). We 
assume a function 2CV mapping 2-level constant names to their meaning. 

Note that  there are now two kinds of values: real values that  you can "do 
computations with" and residual values that  are pure syntax to appear in the 
residual program. The functions build-if, build-)~ and build-@ take arguments 
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Semantic Domains: 

2VBool~ = {T, F}~ 
2~ntS = INx 
B t V  = {S,D} 
2V~1 ~ s ~  = 2V~ -* 2V~ 
2Vto = Ezp 

2Vbl <b~, ,  = 2V~ 

:rMp~ = L2CV(c)] 
T M o n  = o(x) 
TEif b e then e'else e"~py = case y(b) o] 

S: :r[e]on-~ :tie'Ion 0 Tie"~p~ 
D: build-i~( T~e~p~l, TI[e"npl , ]-[e"~p~l ) 

T~)~bx:tb'.e~pn = case n(b) o] 

D: build-;~(x,t,T[e?py) 
T~e~be'~pn = case n(b) oI 

S: (:rMpn)(7[e'~en) 
D: build-@( T[e]]pn, T[[e']]pn ) 

TIlet x:~r = e' in e]pn = 7-Mp[x~T[e'~pn]n 
T[f ix x.ellpr/ = #(Av.T[[e']lp[x~-+v]n) 
"] '[[Basebl',.~Baseb=]e]prl = case ( y(bl ), rl(b~) ) o:f 

(S,D): build-const( T[e]]p~ ) 
(S,S) or (D,D): T[e~pn 
(D,S): error 

7[e{b}~py = (7[e]p~/)(~7(b)) 

Fig. 4. Denotational Semantics for Binding-time Analyzed Expressions 

f rom 2Vto and return an element in 2VtD (all arguments and the result of ap- 
propriate  matching types). Function build-const takes an argument  from 2VbooZS 
or 2V~ts and returns an element in 2VbootO, resp. 2V/~to. 

7 C o r r e c t n e s s  

In Theorem 9 we state correctness. The definitions and proof is inspired by 
Gomard  [7]. Correctness includes consistency of the specializer, /.e. for all closed 
e E 2Exp: if F-e:e~ then 2r[e]p~ E 2V~ for all P31- We write p E V A  iff for all x 
bound by p, p(x)  E VA(~). 

Relation Tr defines the relationship that  (under suitable conditions) must  
hold between s tandard evaluation of an expression e and specialization of the 
same expression: if e is (first order) static, s tandard evaluation and specialization 
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should yield the same result; if e is (first order) dynamic, standard evaluation 
should yield the same result as standard evaluation of the specialized expression 
(we take Vpd : g[-l-]pd = _l_). Note that  specialization might not terminate while 
standard evaluation does; this is expressed in the definition of 7~ using _.  The 
relation is extended to a logical relation on higher order and polymorphic types. 

D e f i n i t i o n  5. Given A,C, 2CT, CV and 2CV, the relation 7~ holds for (e, ps, Pal, P, 
% cr) E 2Exp • 2VarEnv • VarEuv x VarEnv • BtVarEnv • Type iff 

1. A,CFe:c~ if p~ EVA. 
2. One of the following holds 

(a) ~r = Base S and "T[[e~psq = g[[ (e I ](p 

(b) rr = Base D or rr = g 4 0 g' and gET'[e~ps~l~pd E_ E [ I ~ I ] p  

(c) ~ = ~' ~ s  ~ and Ve' : T~(e', ps, Pd, P, 77, ~') impl ies  ~(e@Se ', p~, Pd, P, ~7, ~) 
(d) (7=  V/~.~' and Vb E B t V a l :  T i (e{b} ,p~,pa,  p,~7,~'[b/~]). 
(e) o" = b _< b' ~ or' and C~-b <_ b' impl ies T~(e, p~, Pal, P, ~7, o"). 

[] 

The specialization time environment p~, the run time environment pd and the 
standard evaluation environment p should agree: If a variable x is (first order) 
static, p~ and p hold the same value; if x is (first order) dynamic, p~ maps x to 
a new variable name which when looked up in Pd yields the same value as p(x). 
This extends to higher order values in a natural way: 

D e f i n i t i o n 6 .  Given a set of identifiers, VarSet, three environments, p, p~, pd 
and a type environment A such that  p~ E V A ,  we say that p~, Pd, P agree on 
VarSet iffVx E Varset, V~ E B~VarEnv : Tt(x, ps,pd, P, Th A(x)) .  [] 

D e f i n i t i o n  7. We say that  2CT, C V, 2C V match iff Vp~, Pd, P, ~/ : 7~(c, Ps, Pd, P, 
,~, 2CT(c) ). [] 
We say that  a binding-time environment ~/ E B~VarEnv is ground if it maps 
all binding-time variables to binding-time values S or D. We allow binding-time 
environments to be applicable to types and type environments in the obvious 
way (essentially working as substitutions). 

D e f i n i t i o n 8 .  Given a ground environment r] and a coercion set C, the relation 
q ~ C  (~ solves C) is defined by: 

r/#{(b _< b')} iff O/(b), ~/(b')) E {(S, S), (S, D), (D, D)} [] 
~I~c~uc2 iff~/~c~ and n~C2 

T h e o r e m  9. (Correctness) 
Ve, Ps , Pal, P, A, C, 77, ~r, 2CT, CV, 2CV : 

2CT, CV,2CV match 

Ps E V~]A ~ T~(e,ps,Pd,P,~l,Y or) 
Ps,Pd,P agree on FreeVars(e) 
A,CFe:~ 
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Proof. Proceeds by induction over the derivation of A~ Ct-e : or. The interesting 
cases are proved in Lemma 14 to 16 which can be found in appendix A. [] 

8 P a r t i a l  C o m p l e t e n e s s  

We prove the subject expansion property for let and f ix.  This implies that  per- 
forming binding-time analysis after unfolding let- or fix-expressions will not give 
any better  binding-time types. Making different variants of a (top-level) function 
for each context in which it is used, corresponds to unfolding tet and fix bound 
expressions. Thus our polymorphic binding time analysis yields as good results 
without changing the program at hand as any polyvariant binding time analysis 
using this technique. This is a partial completeness result for our analysis 3 as it 
shows that  the analysis is invariant under the equality induced by let- and/ /x-  
unfolding. With induced coercions it is also complete with respect to q-equality 
(not shown here). As can be expected it is not complete with respect to (non- 
linear) /~-reduction and simplification of conditionals. Note, however, that  the 
weaker subject reduction property holds also for these cases. 

If e is an expression with k occurences of variable x, we refer to the i ' th 
occurence as x(i) and use e[el/x (i)] to denote the substitution of e ~ for the i ' th 
occurence of x. 

The following lemma states that  any type derivation tree can be cut at any 
point inserting variables with the same type as the cut branch. The converse 
holds too (that variables can be replaced by expressions of the same type). This 
is basically the well-known substitution lemma. 

L e m m a  10. Let e be an expression with k occurences of variable x. Then 

A,Ct-e[ei / x  ( i )] :(r 

( ~ O ' l . . .  O'k)A, CFei:  ~i A AN{x1 : 0" 1 , ' ' ' ,  X k :  O'k} , C I - e [ x i / x ( i ) ]  : o - 

Proof. By induction over the type inference tree. [] 

T h e o r e m  11. (Subject Expansion for let) 

A, Ct-let x = e' in e : cr r A, Ct-e[e'/x] : or. 

Proof. (==~) This is the subject-reduction property for let, which follows from 
Lemma 10. (r Similar to Theorem 13 (see below). 

[] 
The following lemma is used in the proof of subject expansion for fix. 

L e m m a  12. I f  (rpt is a principal type of fix x.e E Exp under A, C then ~rpt is 
also a principal type ore under AU{x : crpt},C. 

3 It can't be both computable and totally complete for obvious reasons. 
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Proof. Assume it isn't; i.e., there exists ~r with aCapt and apt ~ a  such that  
AU{x : apt}, Ct-e : a. From the definition of generic instantiation, Definition 2, 
it follows that  AU{x : a}, C~-e : a. This implies A, C~-fix x.e : ~. Since apt is 
principal for fixx.e we get ~rvtCa , which is in contradiction to our proof assump- 
tion. [] 

T h e o r e m  13. (Subject Expansion for fix) 

A, Chfix x.e : a r A, CFe[fix x.e/x] : a. 

Proof. (=>) (Subject reduction) Follows from Lemma 10. (<=) (Subject expan- 
sion) Let e contain k occurrences ofx.  Assume A, CFe[fixx.e/x] : a. By Lemma 10 
there exist a l , . . . ,  ak such that  

1. A, Cl-fix x.e : c~i for 1 < i < k, and 
2. AU{xl  : a l , . . . , x k  :ak} ,Che[x i / x  (i)] :a.  

By Theorem 4 we know that  fix x.e has a principal type apt under A, C. Thus 
aptC_ai for all 1 < i < k. From the definition of C_, Definition 2, and point 2 it 
follows that  

A U { x  : apt} ,  C~-e : a. 

Since, by Lemma 12, apt is a principal type for e under AN{ x: apt }, C we 
obtain aptC_a. Now we can conclude from A, C~-fixx.e : apt together with ~rvtC_~ 
that  A, CFfix x.e : g. n 

9 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

A working prototype implementation of the system exists (described in [14]) 
using standard type inference methods. Some work is needed to improve the 
efficiency of the implementation. An important  issue in the implementation is to 
keep the principal types small (to avoid big program size increases). Reductions 
capable of doing this are described in [14], but they are neither proved correct 
nor implemented efficiently. 
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A P r o o f  of Correc tnes s  

We prove Theorem 9. Let 7/(A,CFe:cr) be the induction hypothesis. Though 
Gomard ' s  correctness theorem has been slightly altered w.r.l, to s tandard types, 
coercion sets and binding t ime variables, the induction cases from his proof 
[7] carry directly over to our proof. We show the cases for fix, binding-time 
abstract ion and binding t ime application. The let case is similar to the fix case, 
constrained binding t ime types are trivial and the reamining cases correspond 
to cases by Gomard.  

Note that  without losing generality any type scheme can be written in the 
form Vfll....V/3,~.bl' G bl" ~ ""bin ~ <_ bin" ~ ~. Let 2CT, CV and 2 C V  be 
given throughout  the proof. 

L e m m a  14. re ,  e ' :  7-/(AN{x: c~}, C~-e: ~) ==~ 7-/(A, CFflx x.e: rr) 
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Proof. Let Ps,Pd,p and q be given such tha t  the condit ions of Theorem 9 hold. 
Define p~' = p~[x ~-+ val] and p' = p[x ~-~ valq, where val, rag are given such 
tha t  T~(x,pst,pd,pt,~l,cr). From the induct ion hypothesis  we have 

Ti( e,p~',pd,p',*l,a ) (1) 

The  idea is to use (1) to prove the induct ion step of an induct ion proof. We have 

tha t  ~ has the form Vfl l . . . .Vfl ,~ .b~<_bl"~ ...bm'<_b,~'--a~r __~S . . .  _.+S ~ 

where ~,  is ei ther Base S or one of Base D or ~' _+D ~ , .  

We only prove the case where ~p = Base D. Case ~ = ~' --+ ~" is identical  

and ~ = Base S similar though simpler. 
Let  bl . . . bn  and e l . . . e , - 1  be given such tha t  T~(ei,ps,pd,p,z],~i). Now 7~(fix 

x.e,p,,pd,p,~?,q~) may  also be wri t ten  

T~((fix x.e){bl } . . .  {b,~}@Se, @ S.. �9 @Se,_1, p,, pa, p, ~/, ~p) 

This  is equivalent to 

,..c[rT[r(fix x.e){b~ } . . .  {bn}@Sea @S.. .  @Sep_-~ps~l-~p d E 

s [(fix x.e){bl } . . .  {b,~ }@Se~ @S. . .  @Se,_~ ]]}p 

This  can be rewri t ten to 

E[r(:T[rfix • b,(=r[e, lp,~). . .  (=r[re~_l]p,~)]p, E_ 
(C[r [fix x.e] lip)(sir ]el ] lip).. .  ($[[ ]ep_~ lip) 

by the semantics  we get 

#(Av.E[r le[ ]lPEx ~ v ] ) ($[  le, l ip)  """ (Ell lep-, l ip)  

We prove this by s imultaneous fixed point  induction.  If we u s e  -J-std to de- 
note  ( A v ~ . . . . A V p _ l . - k )  and -kd to denote ( A b v l . . . . A b v , . A V l . . . . A V ~ _ l . I )  we 
can write the induct ion base as 

C [r l abl " " " b. ('T[rel ]Ps T/ ) " " ( T[rep-1]]P ,~/ ) I]Pa E -L~ta( C [r le~ I ~P) '" '  (E[r lep-~ liP) 

If we use f to denote (Av.EK lel ]p[x ~v])  and A to denote (A~.~r[e~p,[= ~v]~)  
then to prove the induct ion step, we prove for all m: 

C[r(fsm-Ld)bl "'" bn(7[rellPs~l)"" (7[re,-llPs~l)lPa ~ (fm-l-sta)(E[r lel I liP) �9 �9 " (El ]ep-1 liP) 
E[r(f~+l/a)bl  ' ' '  b,~ (T[rel]]PsT/)"'' (T[rep-1]]ps~l)lPd (2) 

K_ (fm+X_L~td)(E[[ lex I ]P) "" ' (E[r [ev-x liP) 

This  follows f rom (where we exploit  the fact,  tha t  x does not  appear  free in el) 

E[r(f~ +1 l a ) b l . . ,  b~ (:Tire1 ]]p~/) �9 �9 �9 (']'[rev--1]]p,~)]lpd = 

$[(Av.T[re]m[x ~ v]~)(fT-Ld)b~.., bn(~l-[el~psrl) "'" (~T[rep-1]]PsZl)]Pd = 

,s [x ~ ( f~ /a ) ]~ / )b l . . .  b,~(T[[el]p~,~l)... (T[rep-1]]p~l)]pa = 

,~'[~/"~'e{ bl }-.. {bn}(~Sel@ S''" ~Sep-ll]ps[x :----* (f~mld)]~llPd (3) 
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If we in the definition of Ps' and p let val assume the value f~_Ld and va/'assume 
the value fm-k~td, then the (local) induction hypothesis gives us 7r 
and thus by (1) we have TO(e, p / ,  Pal, P', ~, c~). This allows us to rewrite (3) to 

(s[~ lel ]~[~ ~ (fm_L,td.)])(Eli Ir 1 l lp) - �9 - (s [ [  l e , - 1  l i p )  - -  

(~v.~l[ lel lp[x  ~ V ] ) ( f m Z . d ) ( S l [  le~ I lV) ' �9 ( H  le~-~ I IV) = 

(fm+~ -L~,a)(~I le~ 1 tlp) �9 �9 �9 ( s l  I%-1 I llp) 

L e m m a  15. Ve: ~ (A ,  CFe:  cr) =~ 7-l(A, CFA/3.e : V/3.a) 

Proof. Let p~ ,Pd,P and 7/be given such that  the conditions of Theorem 9 hold. Let 
b E Bt Val be given and let r t' = rj[/3 ~-~ b]. Since FreeVars(e) = FreeVars(A/3.e), 
we have by the induction hypothesis that  T~(e,ps,Pd,p,~f,rf(r) holds. 

We have that  rl'~r has the form V/3t.' '  .V/3n.bll<bll'::~ " "  �9 b,~'<bm" ~ ~1 _..S 
. . .  ___~S t~p+l where mp+l is either Base S or one of Base D or M .__~D a,,. Let 
bl. . .bn E BtVal and ez-- .ev-1 be given such that  Ti(ei,ps,pd,p,y~,gi). Now we 
have 

n(e{bl}... {bn }@Sel Q S... @Sev_l, ps, Pal ,  P ,  Y ' ,  rip+l) 

Assume ~p+l = Base S (gv+l = Based or nv+l = n' __+D ~ ,  are similar). Then 

,~[ le{bx } . . .  {b,}@Se~ @S.. .  @Sep I lip = T[e{b l  } . . .  {bn}@Sel @S...  @Sep]p~ l, 
This can be rewritten as: 

(Cl[ lel lp)(Sl[ I~ I ]b ) . . .  (sl[ lepl ]p) = (TEe]p,~')b~... b,(TEe~]p~,')... (T[ev]p~,') 

By alpha-conversion can assume that /3  does not appear free in ei: 

( s [  I~1 l lp ) (S[ [ le~ 1 llp) �9 �9 �9 ( s [  I~ I llp) = (Tl[e]]p~/')bl �9 �9 �9 bn (T[[el]]p~l)... (Tl[ep]]p~ ~) 
Now by using the binding time application rule and the definition of r I 

( s [  I(A#.e){b}l ]p)(E[ le~ I ] p ) " "  (El Ir lp) = 
(=r[(A#.e){b}]p~,)b~.. .  b , (=r[edlp ,~) . . .  ( : r [ ~ ] p ~ )  

Apply the binding time application rule and the @-rule to get 

~[ IA#.e{b}{bl }. . .  {bn}~Se~@ S... ~s~ I ]p = 

T[[Afl.e{b}{b~ }. . .  {bn}@Se~@S... @Sep]]p~? 

This implies Ti(A/3.e{b},ps ,pd,p,y,y([b//3]a)), and the desired conclusion 7r 
Ps ,Pd,P,rl,rl(V/3.r follows from the definition of 7r [] 

L e m m a  16. Ve, b: 7-/(A, C~-e: V/3.o') =:~ ~(A,  C~-e{b} : [b//3]er) 

Proof. Let p,,pd,p and r I be given such that the conditions of Theorem 9 hold. 
From FreeVars(e) = FreeVars(e{b}), we have 7r by the induc- 
tion hypothesis. The conclusion 7r ,pd,p,~,y([b//3]a)) follows immediately. 

[] 


